
6 Story Writing 

picture 

In your examination, a question is asked on story writing. In this question, some ouilinex or 
at ure is given and you are asked to write a story based on those outlines or picture, Some popular stories are given below for your study. 

1. Union is Strength (Four Bulls) 
Four bulls...always together...a lion.... wants to kill them... not succeed..... plan .....kills the 

... tells one bul... other bulls jealous of 
bulls. 

you... eat fresh grass 
believes...goes alone......kills and eats up.....the same trick on others kills .. one by one.) 

leave stale.....bull

Ans. Once there were four bulls in a forest. They always lived together. A lion wanteri to kill them but could not succeed. 

According to his plan he went to one of them and praised him. He told him that other hulls were jealous of him. They always ate fresh grass and left stale for him. The foolish bulI believed in it and 

the next day he went away to graze alone. The lion killed and ate him up. 
He repeated the same trick on other bulls. The other bulls, too, did the same foolish act. In this 

way, the lion killed all of them one by one. 

Moral: Union is strength. 

2. Two Friends and the Bear 

(Two friends....ravel together. promise to 
help in danger.... through a förest.see a 

bear..one climbs up a tree....the other does 

not know how to climb .thinks a plan.. 
ground....holdslies down on the 

breath.......bear smells him... takes him for 
dead..leaves.. friend comes down.. asks 

what did bear say.... don 't rely on false 

friends....feels ashamed.) 

Ans. Once there lived two friends in a village. One day they travelled together through a forest.

They promised to help in danger. They saw a bear coming towards them. They were frightened. One 

hem climbed up a tree. The other one did not know how to climb a tree. He knew the danger. He 

thought of a plan. IHe lay down on the ground. He held his breath. The bear smelt him. It took him to 
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